Abstract. Results on allelle frequencies in three chromosomes, drawn at random from a diploid population, evolving in equilibrium, at a particular generation, are presented in this paper. The genes on each chromosome are subject to unbiased and reciprocal gene conversion and mutation. Using the coalescent approach we find the probability distribution of the allelic configurations in the three chromosomes, and the moments of the allelic numbers that exist in one of the three chromosomes or in a pair of chromosomes. We also consider the identity coefficients of two genes drawn at random, one from each of two chromosomes, and the probability that all genes in the three chromosomes are monomorphic. Numerical examples are also given together with simulation results, and they agree well.
Introduction
Watterson [19] studied the joint allelic configurations of two chromosomes in a population. Here we extend his results by considering one more chromosome; thus the object of study here is the joint allelic configuration in three chromosomes. We employ similar techniques to his; namely the "coalescent approach". In this approach, as we proceed backward in time, two chromosomes coalesce into one class if they are descended from the same ancestor. This approach has been successful in tackling many problems in population genetics; see for instance Griffiths [2] , Kingman [5, 6] , Tavare [14] and Watterson [15, 16] and Kaplan and Hudson [3] .
We also use a similar model of evolution; namely that the population follows a Wright-Fisher model, in which each offspring generation is formed through sampling at random with replacement from its parent generation at the end of its life-cycle. Thus generations do not overlap. Here we assume that the population consist of 2N chromosomes, it evolves in equilibrium and within each chromosome there is a multigene family of n genes. During the formation of a generation, any of the n genes in the chromosome might mutate into a novel allele, never before seen, with rate ν/2N per gene per generation. Thus the number of possible alleles is infinite; this is the infinitely many alleles model of Kimura and Crow [4] . It may also happen that during this time one gene, in a chromosome, converts the type of another gene, on the same chromosome, into its type. We let the probability that the i th gene will convert the j th gene to have its allelic type be λ/2N per generation.
The gene conversions are unbiased and reciprocal. We assume that ν, λ, and n are O (1) and that N is large so that there is negligible chance of more than one mutation or gene conversion per chromosome per generation. Further, we assume in this model there is no crossing-over.
In the present study, some analytic formulas for the quantities of interest are obtained and these are illustrated by several numerical examples. We also conduct a simulation study to assess the agreement between theoretical and simulation results. The simulation is done using Watterson's method of simulation [17, 18] and [19] . Simulation is done only for three sampled chromosomes not for the whole population as was done by Ohta [10] . In Section 2 we obtain the main result of this paper, namely the probability generating function of the allelic configurations in the three chromosomes. Some applications of this main result are presented in Section 3. There we study the Trivariate frequency spectrum, Identity coefficients, Number of alleles and Probability of monomorphism. But unfortunately, the analytic formulas of some interesting quantities have not been derived; thus we turn to simulation to study their behaviour. The identity coefficients presented in this paper are the probabilities that two (three) randomly chosen genes from two (three) different chromosomes would be identical. Studies by Ohta [8, 9, 10, 11] , Nagylaki and Barton [7] and Kaplan and Hudson [3] present identity coefficients that consider not only different chromosomes but also whether the genes in question are at the same locus or at different loci in the chromosomes.
Main Results
If we trace back the ancestorship of the three sampled chromosomes, drawn at random from a particular generation of a Wright-Fisher model, it may happen that two of them were descended from a "most recent common ancestor" (MRCA1) in some particular generation, a generation more recent than when the whole three were descended from their most recent common ancestor (MRCA2); see Fig. l . Denote by T l the time between the present and when the first two coalesce into Figure 1 . Chromosome configurations one class; i.e. the time for their MRCA1, and by T 2 the time when these first two, after coalescing into one group, join together with the remaining chromosome into one class. Here time is measured in units of 2N generations.
In Fig. l , we have numbered the two chromosomes that join together first as "1" and "2" and the remaining one, "3." The symbols L will be explained shortly. Of course, in practice, we may not be able to determine which pair of chromosomes diverged most recently; however, for our theoretical results we will assume that this is known.
It can be shown that, in the limit, when 2N → ∞ , the approximate joint probability density function of (T 1 , T 2 ) is f (t 1 , t 2 ) = 3e
conditional on "1" and "2" joining first. Thus T l and T 2 are conditionally independent and have exponential densities with mean 1 3 and 1 respectively. The joint allelic configurations in the three chromosomes will first be derived conditional on the joint allelic configurations in MRCA1 and MRCA2. We will call a gene from MRCA1 (MRCA2) a "founder" gene, provided it has at least one non-mutant descendant in Chromosome 1 or 2 (in MRCA1 or Chromosome 3). Let us suppose that the numbers of founder genes in MRCA1 for Chromosomes 1 and 2 be L 1 and L 2 . Since MRCA1 is also a random sample of one chromosome drawn at time T 1 + 1, then let us suppose that there are L 3 and L 4 founder genes in MRCA2 for Chromosomes 3 and MRCAl, see Fig. 1 .
We can consider the genes in the MRCAl and MRCA2 as consisting of four subsets; namely, (1) the MRCAl genes which, when copied into the two daughter chromosomes, become founder genes in daughter chromosome "1" but not founder genes in daughter chromosome "2", (2) those genes which become founder genes in chromosome "2" but not founder genes in chromosome "1", (3) those genes which become founder genes in both chromosomes "1" and "2", (4) those genes in the MRCAl which do not become founder genes in either daughter chromosome.
A similar description as above can be given for MRCA2, but to save space we omit it. We write L 12 for the number of MRCAl genes in the third subset. Then the four subsets are of sizes
Similarly we write L 34 for the number of MRCA2 genes which are founders for both Chromosome 3 and MRCAI genes. Then the four subsets of MRCA2 are of sizes
Of course, in the present situation, the statement that the evolution of a chromosome is mathematically equivalent to the evolution of a population of n genes in Moran's model, proved by Watterson [18] under Shimizu's [12] model for the evolution of multigene families, will also hold. Thus the conditional distribution of the numbers of founder genes, L, which are ancestors for n, non-mutant genes at time T later, is
where
and for j > 0,
while for j = 0, a(0, 0, n) = 1. In the above formula, we use the ascending and descending factorial notations;
Further in the present case the probability distribution of the random variables L 12 and L 34 , conditional on given values of L 1 = l 1 and L 2 = l 2 , and of L 3 = l 3 and L 4 = l 4 , say h(l 1 , l 2 ; l 12 ) and h(l 3 , 1 4 ; l 34 ), will also be hypergeometric as is noted in Watterson [19] . See Eqns. (2.7) -(2.8) in Watterson [19] for their form.
and P (l|T) denote the probability that L has value l given T. Averaging P (l|t) with respect to (1), we have the joint unconditional distribution of L, P (l),
Now to describe the joint allelic configurations in the three chromosomes, let Γ j1,j2,j3 denote the number of alleles each represented by j 1 , j 2 and j 3 genes in our sampled chromosomes, respectively. We obtain the p.g.f. for the trivariate frequency spectrum, {Γ j1,j2,j3 }, of the three sampled chromosomes
P (l) is given in (5) and
where the sum over i means the sum over i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , and i 4 , with i 1 + i 2 + i 3 ≥ 1 and the sum over j means the sum over j 1 ≥ i 1 , j 2 ≥ i 2 , and j 3 ≥ i 3 . It can be shown that the p.g.f. is correctly normalized.
3. Applications 3.1. Trivariate Frequency Spectrum. Differentiating (6) with respect to V j1,j2,j3 and then putting all V 's equal to 1 yields E(Γ j1,j2,j3 ). After some algebra, we found, for
i1,i2 j12
In the above we interpret i 1 /j 1 as 1 if i 1 = j 1 = 0 and similarly for i 2 /j 2 , i 3 /j 3 . The i sum is over i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , i 4 with
Here, of course, the following relations hold, j1,j2,j3
The results above enable us to calculate the probability of the event that two (three) randomly choosen genes from two (three) different chromosomes would be identical. LetÎ 2 (Î 3 ) denote the probability of the event in the two (three) chromosomes, then
Equations (9) and (10) are obtained using similar reasoning as in the two chromosomes case of Watterson [19] , except that in the three chromosomes case, the probability that two genes drawn at random from two randomly chosen chromosomes,Î 2 orÎ in Watterson's notation, now is the average of the probabilities calculated for different pairs of chromosomes "1" and "2", or "1"and "3".
3.3. Numbers of Alleles. The number of alleles that exist in one, in a pair, or in all three sampled chromosomes can be expressed in terms of frequency spectrum I' j1,j2,j3 . We write
for the numbers of alleles in the first, second and third sampled chromosome. Let the number of alleles that exist on both chromosome 1 and 2 be K 12 on 1 and 3 be K 13 , and on 2 and 3 be K 23 . Then
Clearly the number of alleles that exist in all three chromosomes, K 123 say, is
To find the joint p.g.f. of K 1 , K 2 , K 3 , K 12 , K 13 , K 23 and K 123 we assign certain values to V j1,j2,j3 , the dummy variables in the p.g.f. of Γ j1,j2,j3 given in (7). The assignment is done according to the definition of K's given above. Thus into (6) we substitute
Then we obtain a formula for the joint p.g.f of
). To find the p.g.f of K, the total number of alleles present in at least one of the three chromosomes, put S 1 = S 2 = S 3 = S 123 = S and S 12 = S 13 = S 23 = S −1 , thus
In turns out that,
The above result shows that K may be written as a sum of independent Bernoulli random variables, given L = l; i.e.,
where X ij = 0, with probability (j − 1)/(j + θ − 1) 1, with probability θ/(j + θ − 1) The interpretation of these variables is that X 1j , and X 2j , denote the numbers (0 or 1) of mutations which occur during T 1 in chromosomes 1 and 2, while X 3j , mutations occur during T 1 + T 2 in chromosome 3, and because of the model, these mutations will produce new alleles which exist only in one chromosome but not in the other two, respectively. Those that founded both chromosomes 1 and 2 but arose as mutants during T 2 are represented by X 4j , and similiarly X 5j , represents the number of mutations that gave rise to the founder genes that founded both chromosomes 3 and MRCA1.
To find moments of K we can use either (11) or (12) . Either way we find
and
We can find, at least theoretically, the probability that K = k, for any k = 1, 2, . . ., but the most interesting case is perhaps when k = 1. This will give the probability that all the genes in the three chromosomes have only one type. i.e. are monomorphic. Thus from (11)
We can interpret the meaning of the terms in the above expression as follows. The first factor θ is saying that the one allelic type arose by mutation at some time. The second factor, (n−1)! θn , is related to Ewens' sampling formula; i.e.
is the probability that a sample of n genes contains only 1 allelic type. The applicability of the Ewens' distribution to one chromosome in this model was first shown by Shimizu [13] and discussed further by Watterson [19] . Other terms in the above expression can also be described in terms of subsamples having to be monomorphic. Finally, since we work conditionally on the number of founders, then we have to average over the founders distribution to get the final result for P mono .
To study the the marginal behavior of (K 1 , K 2 , K 3 ), put S 3 = S 13 = S 23 = S 123 = 1 and leave the other S's unchanged. After some algebra, we found
In the calculation of the moments, other than E(K 1 ) and Var(K 1 ), we have to use P (l) as in (eq5) because the marginal distribution of (L 1 , L 2 , L 12 ) obtain by summing out L 3 , L 4 , and L 34 is not the same as distribution of (L 1 , L 2 , L 3 ) in the two chromosomes case of Watterson [19] . Perhaps the mere knowledge that there is a Chromosome "3" older than "1" and "2", means that "1" and "2" are not randomly chosen.
Further, by putting all S's equal to 1 except S 3 = S, it can be shown what the p.g.f of K 3 equals
Thus the number of distinct alleles in Chromosome 3 also follows Ewens' sampling formula.
It is rather unfortunate that we can not exploit (6) any further; in particular we are not able to simplify any other p.g.f. that involves Chromosome 3, such as the marginal p.g.f. E(S 
Discussion and Examples
In this section we present some numerical example of the results obtained earlier together with some simulation results. The simulation is done using Watterson's method of simulation, Watterson [16, 17, 18, 19] . In each replicate of simulation we produce three families of gene each of size n and all the simulation results presented here are obtained from 10000 replicates. Throughout the tables, the simulation result are given in parentheses. In general, in all of the tables, the simulation results agree very closely with the results calculated from the theoretical formulas, except in some entries where the latter are not available. Table I shows some results of the number of alleles existing in Chromosome 1; i.e. K 1 . (Because of symmetry between chromosomes 1 and 2, and as it is shown in section 3, Chromosome 3 has similar behavior with chromosome 1, we do not present any results of Chromosome 2 and 3.) the entries under E(K 1 ) and Var(K 1 ) are obtained from Eqns. (3.10) and (3.11) in Watterson [19] , the reason for this are explained in Section 3.3. as they should be, the values of E(K 1 ) and Var(K 1 ) are exactly the same with those in Table I of Watterson [19] . Other features of the table are also similar to that found in the two chromosomes case; namely keeping the mutation parameter fixed at ν = 0.2 and increasing the values of θ produces larger number of alleles in each chromosomes. While keeping θ constant at θ = 0.45 and varying the values of ν does not produce any effect; the marginal moments are constant for different values of ν. The numerical results on the joint behavior of Table I . Alleles in One Chromosomes
Moments of two chromosomes can be seen in Table II . In this table the moments of the number of common alleles between chromosomes 1 and 2, K 12 , and between Chromosomes 1 and 3, K 13 are given. E(K 13 ) is found from K 13 = j1=1 j2=0 j3=1 Γ j1j2j3 and (8) and the Var(K 13 ) values are from simulation. Although the marginal behaviours of K 1 , K 2 , and K 3 are the same, it turns out that behaviours of K 12 and K 13 are not. Comparing the values of E(K 12 ) with those of E(K 13 ), we can say that E(K 12 ) has higher values than E(K 13 ) in any combination of parameter values, as we expect. One reason for this is because Chromosomes 1 and 2, at time of sampling, will have lower diversity than Chromosomes 1 and 3 since the former were descended from a more recent common ancestor than Chromosomes 1 and 3 did. Another noteworthy feature is that the values of E(K 12 ) are generally higher than those of E(K 12 ) in the two chromosomes case (Watterson [19] ) but the opposite happens to E(K 13 ); i.e. its values are smaller. The effect of the parameter values on their joint behaviour is similar to that in the two chromosomes case.
We also note a relationship between E(K 12 ), E(K 13 ), E(K 23 ) in our results with E(K 12 ) in Watterson [19] . Their relationship can be formulated as
For example, when ν = 0.2, n = 2 and θ = 0.045, from Table III of Watterson [19] , we see E(K 12 ) = 0.731. This exactly the average of E(K 12 ), E(K 13 ), and E(K 23 ) given in our Table II for same parameter values. The behaviour of the number, K 123 , of the alleles common to the three chromosomes, the number, K, of alleles altogether, and the probability that all alleles in all the three chromosomes are of one allelic type, are given in Table III . The expected number of alleles in common to all three chromosomes, E(K 123 ), is obtained from the relation K 123 = j1=1 j2=1 j3=1 Γ j1j2j3 and (eq8), and the Var(K 123 ) values are from simulation. Whereas E(K) is from (13), Var(K) is from (13)- (14) and P mono is from (15) . As is expected, when the mutation parameter ν is held flxed, the number of alleles in common to all three chromosomes and the total number of alleles tend to increase as θ increases, while the probability of there being only one allele present decreases. On the other hand when θ is fixed and ν and λ Tabel III. Alleles in Three Chromosomes Moments of K 123 , K, and are varied, the number of alleles expected on each chromosome remains constant while the number of alleles in common to two and three chromosomes decreases and the total number of alleles increases, as we expect. Holding λ fixed and increasing u has the same effect as above except that the number of alleles in each chromosome is not constant. Another obvious feature is that the number of alleles in common to all three chromosomes is always smaller than those in common to two chromosomes.
All the entries in Table IV are obtained from simulation, except those of covariances between the number of alleles in Chromosomes 1 and 2, Cov(K 1 , K 2 ). To save space, not all of the results found for Table IV different probability terms. Perhaps the most interesting feature of this table is the change from negative to positive covariances, in particular between the number of alleles in common to two chromosomes and the total number of alleles. The total number of alleles among the three chromosomes includes the alleles common to both Chromosomes 1 and 2. Thus one would expect a positive correlation between K and K 12 . But when θ is low we expect little diversity, and perhaps the number of common alleles tends to inhibit the number of non-common alleles sufficiently to produce a negative correlation.
In Table V we give two illustrations of the trivariate frequency spectrum (8) and their simulation values. Similar to Table IV , to save space, this table is in reduced form. At the bottom of the table are the values ofÎ 2 andÎ 3 as in (9) and (10) and P mono values equalling E(Γ 2,2,2 ), as n = 2 here. The entries in the table show that, when θ = 0.045, the dominant figures are of E(Γ 0,2,2 ), E(Γ 2,2,0 ), and E(Γ 2,2,2 ). Therefore there is a reasonably high chance for all the genes in the three families to have the same allelic type. If they are not all the same, then we can expect that all the genes in Chromosome 3 to have the same allelic type and the type is different with those in the other two. And it is more likely that all the genes in Chromosomes 1 and 2 will have the same allelic type than any other possibilities that can occur to Chromosomes 1 and 2. When θ = 0.45, however, the E(Γ 2,2,2 ) is not dominant. Now there is a fair expectation for the alleles to be different on different chromosomes. In Chromosome 3, the chance that all the genes will be different is higher than the chance that they all will be the same. As to Chromosome 1 and 2, the chance that they will share only one aIlelic type which is represented by two genes in each chromosome is smaller than the chance they will share one allelic type with one representative gene in each. In 
